
Mini Mock 
(Set - 9)



From the positions of a cube are shown below, which symbol will be on the face opposite to face with 

‘I’? 

 

 
 

a. V   b. III   c. II   d. IV 





Statements:    
E > B = P ≥ K ≠ Z > R,    N = W ≤ B ≥ O = S,    X < A ≤ Y = O > G ≥ C

Conclusions:    
I. B = S,    
II. G < W,    
III. S < B



Statements:
All bed are chair.
Some shirts are chair.
All phone are shirts.
Conclusions:
I. Some phone are bed.
II. All phone are bed.
III. All bed are shirts.
IV. Some chair are phone



Statements:
Some Sky are Blue.
All Blue are Color.
Only Color are Natural.
Only a few earth are Sky.

Conclusion:
I. All Color being Blue is a possibility.
II. Some Sky are Color.
III. No Natural are Earth.
IV. Some Sky can be Color.
V. All Blue being Earth is a possibility.



822 521 681 393 729

If in each number subtract 2 in first digit and add 3 in third digits, how many 
numbers become perfect square or perfect cube ?
a) 1         b) 2           c) 3            d) 4            e) 5



822 521 681 393 729

What is the sum of third digit of second highest number and second digit of 
second lowest number?
a) 11         b) 13           c) 14           d) 12            e) 10



428 726 479 146 510

If in each number the first and third digits are interchanged and the newly 
formed numbers are arranged in ascending order, which number will be the 
third?
a) 428         b) 726           c) 479            d) 146            e) 510



Six persons P, B, C, F, M and L are sitting in a straight line all are facing in north direction. 
How many persons are sitting between M and L? 
Statement l: Only one person sits to the right of P, who sits second to the right of B. C sits 
to the left of P but not at the extreme left. 
Statement Il: M sits at one of the extreme ends. More than one person sit between C and 
M. C is not a neighbour of L or both P and L.
Statement Ill: F sits to the left of C but not at the extreme left. B sits to the right of M.



Eight persons P, X, C, D, Q, R, S and Y are sitting in a straight line and the 
persons are sitting at the both extreme ends are facing south and rest are 
facing north direction. Who among the following sits at the left end? 
I. Two persons are sitting between D and Q. C is 3rd to the right of Q. P is 3rd 
from the right end.
II. P is 3rd from the right end. Y is not neighbour of P or S. Two persons are 
sitting between P and S. X is 3rd to the left of Y. 



In a certain language ‘Imagine on earth warming' is coded as 'do me fa re'. 
What is the code for 'warming'? 
Statement l: 'Research on imagine' is coded as 'do re so' and 'Earth has 
opportunities' is coded as 'la te me'. 
Statement Il: ‘Imagine are warming' is coded as 'ga do fa' and 'Life goes on' is 
coded as 'pa ka re'.



Ten friends were sitting in two parallel rows, five of them A, B, C, D and E are sitting in a 
row facing North and other five friends P, Q, R, S and T are sitting in a row facing south 
not exactly in the same order. Each friend in a row is facing exactly one from the other 
row. One of them is using a Motorola. B sits opposite to his friend who is using a Nokia 
and sits at one of the extremes. The friend who uses Asus, is not C who sits second to the 
right of B. A sits exactly in the middle of C and the friend who uses a Samsung is not B. S 
does not sit at the extreme end but uses a Sony and sits opposite the friend who uses 
Oppo. The one who uses a Vivo sits opposite to the friend who is to the immediate right 
of S. The friend who uses a LG  but not T, sits opposite D. E does not sit at any of the 
extremes, but sits opposite the friend who uses a Panasonic , and is sitting adjacent to R 
and the friend who uses a Micromax . P neither uses Panasonic nor LG.
Which of the following option/options are useful to find who sits opposite to A?
a) Q do not sits adjacent to R.
b) T do not sits at the middle of the row. 
c) Q do not sits at the end.


